













"Word-based Views and Ideas" in Language Lessons:
How to Understand and How to Teach
Masanobu Akagi
　While a child discovers and updates his/her way of learning words and usage of 
words, it means that a child recognizes his/her own learning meta-cognitively, so we 
seek to provide lessons which allow a child to use word-based views and ideas. It can be 
said that it demands deeper learning related to recognition.
I try to conceptualize as follows to create a lesson that allows a child to use “word-based 
views”; (1) lessons for analytical reading; (2) unit concept; (3) development of reading. It 
is easy to plan a lesson because we can envision “what is important for a child and how 
he/she thinks”. It leads to “deeper learning” if we envisage a class that encourages a 
child to use “world-based views and ideas”.























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7） 中村和弘 ･ 東京学芸大学附属小学校国
語研究会　2018　「見方・考え方［国語
編］」東洋館出版　P.11､ 14
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13）赤木雅宣　2008　「読解と読書の通底化




※ 15）に挙げた 10 作品は全て 14）の椋鳩十
全集に取り上げられているものである。
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